ABSTRACT. Characterization of a material or structure by computed tomography results in the acquisition of large quantities of data that need to be tediously examined to determine the location and size of damage. Since the computed tomography images are digital, there is significant potential for reducing the human effort evolved in this process by digital processing of this data to enhance the signatures of flaws and perform automated identification of suspected flaws. Techniques are presented that enhance the contrast between corroded and uncorroded regions to simplify the analysis and improve quality of flaw identification. Algorithms developed in part for computer vision, such as anisotropic diffusion and edge detection techniques, are applied to the data. Anisotropic diffusion techniques are shown to significantly reduce image noise while maintaining the contrast between intergranular corrosion and uncorroded regions and preserving the important features of the flaw. Edge detection techniques are shown to enable a rapid location of regions requiring further analysis. In regions identified by the edge detection technique, neural network techniques are applied to automate defect detection of the intergranular corrosion.
INTRODUCTION
During a maintenance cycle of the Shuttle Orbiter (OV-102), helium leak detection of an avionics cold plate identified a leak located in the face sheet oriented towards the support shelf. Subsequent microscopic examinations of cross sections of the face sheet of the leaking cold plate revealed that intergranular corrosion had penetrated the 0.017-inch thick aluminum (AA6061) face sheet. The intergranular attack (IGA) is likely caused by an aggressive crevice environment created from condensed water vapor located between the cold plate and support shelf. If the intergranular corrosion significantly reduces the structural integrity of the face sheet, the face sheet can rupture and leak. To help to assess the current state of other in-service cold plates, standards were developed representing different extents of corrosion. Microfocus x-ray tomography was utilized for detailed analyses on small specimens, and the results compared to a pulse echo ultrasonic technique to be used for nondestructive inspection on in-service cold plates [1] [2] .
Recording all instances of both the depth and width of IGA events in x-ray tomography images is an extremely laborious process, prone to error as an inspector fatigues. This paper presents techniques that take advantage of the digital nature of the CT images for discriminating regions of intergranular corrosion in the cold plate face sheets in order to automate the procedure for detecting and quantitatively characterizing the digital CT images.
Algorithms are presented that automate the procedures to enhance the contrast between corroded and uncorroded regions, identify regions of interest to reduce data storage and processing requirements and locate and quantify regions of corrosion. To enhance contrast between corroded and uncorroded regions, an anisotropic diffusion algorithm is applied to the images. Anisotropic diffusion is a nonlinear smoothing process used to reduce noise without degradation of the underlying image. A physical diffusion model is used to inhibit smoothing across boundaries, according to a cost functional which attempts to minimize the combination of image smoothness and the fit between original and smoothed image.
An edge detection algorithm is used to computationally identify regions for further analysis. Edges are places in the image with strong intensity contrast. Since edges often occur at image locations representing object boundaries, edge detection is extensively used in image segmentation to divide the image into areas corresponding to different regions. In this paper, a gradient edge detection technique is used where the original image is convolved with two kernels to represent the gradient in the x and y directions, respectively. The absolute magnitude of the gradient is represented by the square root of the sum of the directional gradients and the angle of the edge is found by calculating the arctangent of the directional gradients.
Finally, a neural network is used for automated data classification of corroded regions of the data subset previously identified by the edge detection algorithm. Neural networks have been successfully applied in the field of pattern recognition and are discussed in detail in [5] . For this paper, the data is first examined visually and regions of corrosion manually identified. A subset of this data is used to train the neural network. By identifying features within the corroded and noncorroded regions to be used as inputs to the training network, numerical weights are determined to achieve the desired classification. A range of input parameters and network variables are tested to determine their effects on the ultimate image classification.
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
A diagram showing a typical region of the cold plates is shown in Figure 1 . The largest area of the cold plates consists of three separate sheets separated by posts. The cooling fluid flows around the posts and is contained between the two face sheets. The cold plates are fabricated from aluminum (AA6061). During fabrication, a 540°C brazing process was used to bond the face sheet to the posts of the cold plates. Following the brazing, the cold plate components are slowly cooled to avoid distortion of the bonded cold plate. This slow cooling process causes excessive grain boundary precipitation resulting in a material that is susceptible to intergranular attack (IGA). The IGA is likely caused by an aggressive crevice environment created from condensed water vapor located between the cold plate and support shelf.
The specimens used in this effort were obtained by sectioning a portion of one of the flight hardware cold plates that had been taken out of service. The cold plate was removed from Orbiter OV-102. The cold plate passed the helium leak detection procedure and visual inspection detected no evidence of corrosion. This portion was sectioned into specimens approximately 1 inch by 1 inch. This size optimized the use of the cold plate and produced specimens that could easily be imaged with the microfocus tomography system. Some of the specimens used in this effort are shown in the photograph in Figure 1 .
Test specimens and NDE standards (1-inch by 1-inch) were machined from a cold plate and prepared by polishing to remove the protective chromate film applied during manufacture and to expose the bare face sheet material. All specimen surfaces, except for Post Center the polished face sheet region, were masked with a corrosion protective wax. Specimens were electrically coupled to a cathode (steel coupon) and immersed in a mild electrolyte solution (20 mM -NaCl, 4mM -NaNO 2 , 4 mM -NaHCO 3 , 2 mM -NaF). The cathode was used to supply a current to the 1 square inch anode (polished cold plate surface) and thus accelerate the intergranular corrosion, with exposure time for various speciments from 8 to 30 hours to yield a range of corrosion severity.
DESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION OF SPECIMENS WITH INDUCED CORROSION
Destructive examination results were used to qualify the laboratory IGA corrosion test method. To accurately characterize the IGA produced by the laboratory test method, specimens were metallographically sectioned through the thickness, mounted edge-on in epoxy, polished and examined using an optical microscope. Selected regions containing IGA were examined in great detail; here, multiple metallographic sections at 0.1 mm to 0.2 mm intervals were performed to accurately characterize the corrosion events. Each metallographic section was examined at high magnification to determine the maximum IGA depth, width and position.
Initial destructive examinations were performed on corroded cold plate samples to evaluate the morphology of the IGA and to compare these results with the IGA observed in cold plates removed from the orbiter. Figure 2 contains a series of optical micrographs for a corroded sample that was exposed to the electrolyte solution for 24 hours, sectioned and polished. Several discreet corrosion events, identified by arrows in Figures 2a and b , are identified along each section. Here, the 2.5 cm by 2.5 cm cold plate sample was coupled to a 3.8 cm by 3.8 cm steel cathode and immersed in the electrolyte. The resultant IGA was very similar to that observed for in-service cold plates. For each event, a maximum penetration depth and width were recorded (see Figure 2c) . Such measurements were performed for several specimens exposed to the electrolyte solution for various times. A comprehensive study of these results is discussed in Smith, et al [1] .
CT RADIOGRAPHY (MICROFOCUS X-RAY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY)
Computed tomography was performed with the microfocus CT system shown in Figure 3 . The microfocus x-ray source is 160 kV with a 50 |xm spot size. The detector package contains 8192 separate detectors with a 25 |im center separation and was positioned approximately 100 cm from the source. The specimen was mounted on a rotation stage and was centered between the source and detector. Geometric constraints limit the field of view of the system in the horizontal plane to a circle approximately 10 cm in diameter. The x-ray attenuation of aluminum was the limiting factor for measurements in these specimens. Specimens were limited to 2.5 cm by 2.5 cm to obtain a reasonable signal to noise ratio when using the 160 kV source.
Data was acquired every 0.1 degrees of rotation for each specimen to obtain the required information for computed reconstruction of the density for a specimen crosssection. At each rotation angle, the data was acquired by integrating the response of the detectors, resulting in a slice thickness of 100 microns and 78 slices for each of the samples tested. This gives approximately 0.78 cm of contiguous volume sampling in the cold plates. A typical set of images obtained for different depths is shown in Figure 4 . The IGA events are visible as regions of slightly darker intensity. 
DATA PREPROCESSING
To reduce the dataset necessary for defect identification, a priori knowledge consistent with that known for the actual cold plates was used to determine the region of interest. It was known that regions of corrosion occur only in the face sheet that rests on the shelf between cold plates. Therefore, an edge detection algorithm was applied to the images as shown in Figure 5 to determine the bounds of the region of the face sheets [3] . As the CT images are not precisely horizontal, this information was also used to rotate and offset each image so that the series of images were aligned.
Subsequent to identifying the lower faceplate region and aligning the images digitally, an anisotropic diffusion algorithm was applied to data. Anisotropic diffusion techniques have been shown to significantly reduce image noise in regions with consistent values while maintaining discontinuities in image values [4] . This is accomplished by diffusing the information in the image with a parameter that is high in regions of low changes in image intensity and low in regions of high discontinuities in image intensity. 
APPLICATION OF NEURAL NETWORKS
Neural networks consist of a set of highly interconnected nonlinear processing elements that operate in parallel. Each interconnection has an associated weight that is adjusted to achieve convergence to the desired network behavior through a training process [5] . In this paper, a three-layered network is trained using a conjugate gradient technique to distinguish regions of intergranular corrosion in the face sheet from regions of no corrosion, as shown in Figure 7 .
X-ray CT images were examined visually to distinguish regions of intergranular corrosion. A subset of this data was used as a training set for the neural network and subsequently applied to the full dataset of CT images. To automate the procedure and reduce data analysis time, the edge detection algorithm was first applied to identify the region of interest. The anisotropic diffusion algorithm was applied to the CT data to improve the identification and classification of the corrosion features.
A matrix of training set sizes and hidden layer sizes were used to determine appropriate levels to be used for reasonable classification of IGA events with minimum false call rates. A set of 10 slices (out of the possible 78 CT slices collected) which contained 26 previously identified corroded regions was used in the first attempted training set. For the same set of images, 410 regions of uncorroded cold plate were identified. For each of these regions, four features were identified and used as the inputs to the neural network training set. This feature set included the average pixel value, the standard deviation, the skewness, and the difference of averages within the region and its surrounding neighbors. A three-layered network was used with a sigmoid activation function at each perceptron. The network was trained with the number of hidden node perceptrons ranging from 5 to 40 to determine the effect on the classification percentage. The network was trained with the aforementioned input parameters and first tested using the same image set, with classification ranging from 0% for the case using 5 perceptrons in the hidden layer to 96% for the case using 45 perceptrons in the hidden layer. No false calls were identified for this data set. Applying the neural network to the CT slices not used in the training set reduced the classification accuracy approximately 10%. A difference in the size of the regions used in training versus those used on the unknown dataset is a possible explanation for this reduction in accuracy.
Similarly, 25 CT slices containing 88 visually identified corroded regions and 1025 noncorroded regions were used for a second training set. The third test set consisted of 35 CT slices with 106 visually identified corroded regions and 1435 noncorroded regions. Finally, a fourth training set was used consisting of 45 CT slices containing 150 corroded regions and 1845 noncorroded regions to be used for training. The weight matrix resulting from each of these training sets was applied to the remaining CT slices not used for training with classification accuracies ranging from 52% in the first test set using 25 CT slices to 86% in the third test set using 35 CT slices. Increasing the number of slices used for training in the fourth test set did not appreciably improve the classification accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
Significant potential exists for reducing the human effort involved in data analysis when working with digital images. Enhancing the signatures of flaws and performing automated identification of corrosion events are illustrated in this paper for x-ray computed tomography images of intergranular corrosion in Shuttle cold plates. Edge detection techniques are shown to enable rapid and automated location of regions requiring further analysis. In regions identified by the edge detection technique, neural network techniques are applied to automate defect detection of the intergranular corrosion, correctly identifying approximately 85% of regions with corrosion with a false call rate of less than 2%.
